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ABSTRACT 
For building energy simulation tools to be accessible to designers, tool interfaces should present a conventional view 
of HVAC systems to the user, and then map this view to the internal data model used in the tool. The paper outlines 
a process that enables design engineers to create HVAC system representations using industry standard terminology 
and system, icon and typological representations and convert that unified representation into the format required by 
the whole building energy simulation tool EnergyPlus. This paper describes each stage of the conversion process, 
which involves transformations between the following representations: 1) engineer’s representation, 2) component 
connectivity representation, 3) representation in the internal data model used in the Simergy graphical user interface 
for EnergyPlus, and 4) EnergyPlus representation. 
The paper also describes mappings between these representations and the development of a rule-based validation 
and assignment framework required to implement that mapping. In addition, the paper describes the implementation 
of this process in Simergy.  

INTRODUCTION 
In the absence of comprehensive Graphical User Interfaces, whole building energy simulation models are difficult to 
create and modify (See et al., 2011). Building geometry is acknowledged to be the most time-consuming input 
(Bazjanac, 2001), but HVAC and control systems present the greatest level of difficulty for modelers. As a result, 
the cost of simulation modeling has served as a barrier to widespread use, thereby slowing the uptake of simulation 
tools in the design-build-commission-operate process. 
Some whole building simulation tools, e.g. DOE-2 (Winkelmann et al., 1993) only allow selection at the HVAC 
system level. This has the advantage of simple input but lacks flexibility. Other tools, e.g. IES-VE (IES, 2012), 
TRNSYS  (TRNSYS, 2004) and EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2012), support description at the component level. A 
component-level description provides much greater flexibility but requires correspondingly more input information, 
though this problem can be alleviated by the use of templates of standard systems as starting points for the 
description of non-standard systems or of variants of standard systems.  

Each tool has a different representation of HVAC systems as compared to standard engineering representations and 
translation between the two representations is not a trivial task (Bazjanac, 2001, 2008). Engineers require additional 
training in order to understand tool-specific terminology and modeling constructs, which has posed another challege 
to tool adoption. This paper describes an attempt to minimize this problem by providing a drawing environment in 
the Simergy (See et al., 2011) graphical user interface for EnergyPlus that allows the HVAC system to be specified 
in a form that resembles single line mechanical schematic diagrams. The paper then describes the sequence of 
transformations required to generate the corresponding input file data for EnergyPlus and the development of a rule-
based validation and assignment framework necessary to implement that mapping are also discussed. In addition, a 
simple use case that presents the implementation of this process in the Simergy graphical user interface is described. 
With appropriate modification, this process is applicable to all simulation tools and would enable  standardization of 
HVAC system representation and visualization. 

HVAC SYSTEM INPUT 
To allow for industry standard HVAC system representation, a collaborative process was established through which 
a team of engineers and architects continuously provided practioner-focussed input for the HVAC interface layout, 



the icons used for screen representation, the workflow for cross referencing loops and labeling and data display 
formats. Through this process, several methods were identified to reduce HVAC system input time while allowing 
for effective manipulation of system configuration at a component level and letting users establish, edit and view 
HVAC controls in more intuitive ways.  
Visualization and editing of the system is implemented within Simergy at different levels ranging from the overall 
system level to aspects of different loop designs down to the individual component level. Each of the 200+ HVAC 
component types within EnergyPlus has an icon in Simergy, distributed across six stencils so that they are grouped 
in an intuitive and accessible way.  
The user can draw or view the air, hot water, chilled water, condenser water and mixed water loops associated with 
the design. In addition, sensors and controls can be incorporated into the design on a separate display layer, allowing 
the user to view them integrated into the loop design or to turn them off, so that a simpler view of the loop is 
shown.  The two dimensional representations are set up to be familiar to design engineers, with the intent that they 
will be accessible and intuitive to a wider range of users.  
Another aspect of this approach is the use of HVAC system templates.  Each of the HVAC system templates 
contains the inputs and component icons for the complete system design, so that simulations can be run just by 
selecting the appropriate templates. When selecting an HVAC system template, the user can visualize any or all of 
the air, water and condenser loops overlaid with the sensor and controls layout, including the system-level controls 
that determine the operation of the whole loop.   

The work flow in Simergy involves defining the building geometry and the thermal zones before specifying the 
HVAC system. The first step is to define the HVAC equipment associated with each zone – air terminal units, such 
as VAV boxes, and/or hydronic equipment, such as fan-coil units or radiant slabs. The zone HVAC equipment 
components can either be selected individually or combinations of components can be imported using predefined 
templates. The zone-level equipment definitions are then used to automatically generate the demand side of each air 
loop and parts of the demand side of each water loop. The typical starting point in the definition of the supply side of 
each loop is a predefined template, which can be customized by deleting or adding components using the drag-and-
drop capabilities of the HVAC diagram editor. It is also possible to build up the supply side of a loop from scratch 
using the editor.  

Simergy allows users to group zones that that are served by the same air loop and have the same types of zone-level 
HVAC equipment. In the example presented below, one Zone HVAC Group consists of all the perimeter zones, 
which have reheat coils in their VAV terminal units and another Zone HVAC Group of core zones that have no 
reheat coils in their VAV boxes.  This grouping minimizes the number of demand side parallel branches in the 
diagram, making it possible to display the whole air loop without horizontal scolling – there could be tens of zones 
served by a single air loop but it is usually possible to aggregated them into a small number of groups, as in the 
example just given. This grouping facilitates automating the creation of the demand side of the air loop, speeding up 
the model creation process. A key part of the demand side, the Zone HVAC group, can also be set up as a template 
so that the user can easily incorporate different types of equipment into the Demand Side of the Air Loop.   

Example 

Figure 1A shows the screen representation of a single duct variable-air-volume (VAV) air conditioning system 
created in Simergy for the purposes of whole building energy simulation in EnergyPlus. A heat exchanger between 
the outside and exhaust air streams provides heat recovery and the dampers in the economizer modulate the ratio of 
the outside and recirculation air flow rates. The air is conditioned by heating and cooling coils and the conditioned 
air is circulated to the zones and back to the economizer by variable speed supply and return fans. EnergyPlus input 
files typically do not have parallel branches of the supply side of the air loop, but this generality, which is used in 
the water loops, has been introduced to allow for future expansion of EnergyPlus. 

In the example, the return air flows through a single return plenum that serves all the zones.  In the diagram, the 
connection from each Zone HVAC Group represents multiple connections, one from each zone.  Similarly, the icons 
for the VAV terminal units each represent multiple terminal units, one for each zone. The labels on the right hand 
side of the icon representing the terminal units with reheat coils are ‘off-page references’ that link to the hot water 
loop diagram.  These reheat coils appear as a Coil Group on the demand side of the hot water loop, together with 
other Coil Groups representing the reheat coils for zones served by other air loops. 



HVAC SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION PROCESS  
Figures 1A through 1D below depict the series of transformations necessary to map the engineer’s mental model of 
an HVAC system to the actual representation of that system for simulating energy use with EnergyPlus. Figure 1B 
shows the underlying topological representation that is stored in the drawing module and is used to generate the 
screen view. Note that there are two connections from the outlet of the supply fan because the user drew one 
connection from the fan to the inlet of each air terminal for each zone group. The horizonal portion of each 
connection are superimposed in the screen display (Figure 1A).  

Figure 1C shows the representation of the same single duct VAV system in the main internal data model in Simergy 
(SimModel – see below), where it is divided into Supply and Demand subloops. Each subloop is further 
decomposed, as described below, in preparation for transformation to the EnergyPlus representation, shown in 
Figure 1D.   

Splitters and Mixers 

In Simergy, a splitter is created automatically whenever two or more connections are made to the same outlet port; 
similarly, a mixer is created automatically whenever two or more connections are made to the same inlet port. 
However, this automatic process breaks down when a mixer would be followed immediately by a splitter.  Consider 
the situation shown in Figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: The general case in which outlets on two components, A and B, are connected to inlets on two other 
components, C and D. 

In the absence of drawing icons that represent splitters and mixers, the user would have to draw the four connections 
shown in the figure in order to indicate that the outlet of A is connected to the inlets to C and D and that the outlet of 
B is also connected to the inlets to C and D. This configuration is not equivalent to the configuration shown in 
Figure 3 unless the ratio of the flow rates in connections 1 and 3 is specified to be the same as the ratio of the flow 
rates in connections 2 and 4.  The solution adopted in Simergy is to have splitter and mixer icons available in the 
drawing palate so that the configuration shown in Figure 3 can be created explicitly. The use of explicit splitter and 
mixer objects is not required where the configuration is unambiguous, i.e. where a mixer is not followed 
immediately by a mixer, in order to make the drawing process faster. Another use of these splitter and mixer icons is 
to control the layout of the drawing in cases where the automatic routing does not produce the desired appearance. 

Simergy, provdes both levels of functionality for representing HVAC system line diagrams. Small mixer and splitter 
shapes can be dragged and dropped onto the screen to resolve the ambiguity described above, and there is automatic 
creation of splitters and mixers in non-ambiguous situations.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The particular case where the flows from two components, A and B, are mixed and then split before 
entering components C and D. 
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Figure 1: Progressive transformation from an engineer’s representation of a single duct VAV system to an EnergyPlus representation in Simergy 



SimModel 
The Simulation Domain Model, or SimModel, is a new XML-based schema that supports Simergy and is described 
in more detail by O’Donnell et al. (2011). SimModel is largely a union of the IFC data schema (BuildingSMART, 
2012) and the EnergyPlus input data model, and was created in order to support interoperability between various 
building energy simulation tools. It was developed to enable future versions of Simergy to support other simulation 
programs, including Radiance (Radiance, 2011) and Modelica-based tools (Modelica, 2012). 
SimModel includes a class definition for Systems. Class ‘SimSystem’ includes THE ‘Type’ definitions ‘HVACAir’, 
‘HVACHotWater’, ‘HVACChilledWater’ AND ‘HVACCondenser’ to define each of the mechanical fluid loops in 
EnergyPlus. Each ‘Type’ includes further definitions for various associated ‘Sub-Types’. For example, the 
SimSystem type HVACAir has associated Sub-Types that include ‘Supply’ and ‘Demand’. Each Sub-Type is 
identified as a sub-system that is part of the system ‘HVACAir’. The type ‘HVACAir’ also contains other related 
sub-types that further classify ‘Supply’ as ‘SupplySideSupplyPath’, ‘SupplySideReturnPath’, and ‘Outside Air’ 
AND further classify ‘Demand’ as ‘DemanSideSupplyPath’, ‘DemandSideZoneHVAC’ And ‘DemandSideReturn-
Path’. 

The System/Type/Sub-Type categorisation ensures that each component in the air loop can be assigned to either a 
Supply or Demand sub-system and then further assigned to appropriate sub-systems, such as SupplySideSupplyPath 
or SupplySideReturnPath, based on the framework and rules described in the next section. The dotted lines in Figure 
1C depict each of these assignments for the example single duct VAV system air loop. The topological grouping 
down to the lowest level facilitates transformation to the EnergyPlus representation depicted in Figure 1D, prior to 
generation of the EnergyPlus input file.  

The decomposition of HVAC loops into Supply and Demand subloops, and the further decomposition into Branches 
and Zone Air Paths, is fundamental in EnergyPlus but this decomposition is not required for inherrently modular 
tools such as TRNSYS and Modelic-based tools.  In such cases, the input file only requires information about the 
components and their immediate connections to adjacent components, making the translation from the SimModel 
representation to the simulation engine representation relatively simple and straightforward.  

The ‘HVAC System Mapping Framework for Assignment and Validation’ section describes in more detail the 
framework that supports the transformation from the drawing model (Figure 1B) to the SimModel representation 
(Figure 1C) and sets up the transformation from the SimModel representation to the EnergyPlus representation 
(Figure 1D). The ‘HVAC System Visualization’ section gives a brief overiew of the features in Simergy that aid the 
representation of an engineering design drawing on the screen.  

SYSTEM MAPPING FRAMEWORK FOR VALIDATION AND ASSIGNMENT  
To enable the transformations from the representation in Figure 1B to that in Figure 1D described earlier, a 
comprehensive assignment and validation framework was created for implementation in Simergy. This framework 
includes the creation of assignment and validation rules in a spreadsheet based format. The spreadsheet rules are 
then converted to XML and applied during run time using functions that help traverse and check loop topology for 
engineering accuracy, completeness and consistency. 

Validation 

The validation rules serve two purposes, the first of which is to check the connections between components to 
confirm that the outlets of each component are connected to inlets on other components of the same fluid type, e.g. 
air to air, not air to water.  (In general, these constraints are first enforced by the drawing process in Simergy.) 

The second set of rules is EnergyPlus-specific and ensures that the user-created air and water loops comply with the 
constraints on HVAC loop topology in EnergyPlus and with EnergyPlus requirements regarding the number and 
location of critical components.  These include: 

• No more than one set of parallel branches on either the supply side or the demand side of a water loop 
• Fans must be on the supply side of the air loop 
• An economizer must have an outside air damper and a recirculation air damper and may have an exhaust 

damper 
• A primary-secondary water loop must have either a loop pump or a set of branch pumps on the supply 

(primary) side and on the demand (secondary) side of the loop. 



These rules are a combination of engineering requirements that are enforced by EnergyPlus and limitations on the 
possible configurations required to make the numerical solution more tractable. An example of a screen generated in 
the validation process is shown in Figure 4. In this example, the user has constructed an air loop with two Zone 
HVAC Groups and then initiated the validation process for that loop. Errors are displayed both as descriptive text 
and graphically on the drawing tab (yellow triangles containing exclamation points). For the purpose of this 
demonstration, a dual duct air terminal was used within a single duct system - an engineering, non-EnergyPlus-
specific check. In addition, the supply fan did not have an availability schedule specified, as required for 
EnergyPlus. Both errors are reported by the program. 
When a user requests validation of the air loop, or a validation event is launched before simulation, any errors 
encountered are delivered as either 'warnings', 'severe errors' or 'fatal errors' with each level determining what the 
outcome of the validation function is. If a fatal error is encountered, the validation engine will stop at that point until 
the user corrects the particular error. In case of 'warnings' or 'severe errors', the engine will continue processing and 
provide a complete list at the end of a validation run.  
Assignment  
The validation rules are closely linked to the process of analysing the topology of the loop in order to assign 
components to branches and branches to paths and subloops required to transform the system diagram drawn by the 
user into the SimModel representation and then into the EnergyPlus representation.   
 

 

Figure 4: Validation example 



DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The visualization, assignment and validation frameworks in Simergy significantly simplify the creation of HVAC 
systems for the purposes of whole building energy simulation. Use of industry standard visual representations and 
automating the transformation to the representation required for simulation is projected to reduce significantly the 
time involved in setting up simulation runs and, ultimately, to improve the design of buildings.  
As the explicit modeling and simulation of HVAC systems at the component level becomes more common and the 
variety of user interfaces increases, either for EnergyPlus or for different simulation engines, it is becoming 
increasingly desirable for these interface to present an engineering-oriented, tool-neutral system representation to 
minimize the tool-specific training required for new users and to facilitate the use of multiple tools by a single user 
in order to address different modeling needs or the preference of different design teams for different simulation 
tools. In addition, in the absence of a standardized approach, it is extremely difficult for one modeler to reproduce 
the work of another (Bazjanac et al., 2011). 
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